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The Shawnee St:at:e

U11iversi Chro11icle
pus Mood

"'

.Believes drop in SSU enrollment may be due to lina:erina: effects of contract nea:otiations
by .Jay Arr Henderson

UC Editor-in-Chief

Dr. Herbert Rinehard was on
campus May 18, 19, and 20 to
conduct a series of interviews relating to "campus mood."
"My purpose here at SSU is
two-fold," Rinehard told the
Chronicle. First, I' II conduct these
interviews on campus mood. My
purpose is to determine the general mood, the attitudes of th~
people on campus. I'll try to come
up with some recommendations
about what can be done to improve things. Later, I'll be talking
with various groups about academic reorganization. And, if I
think something needs to _be
changed, I'll be coming up with
some recommendations about how
to change things."
Regarding the source of campus dissatisfaction, Rinehard said, .
"It's my understanding that there
are a number of concerns about
the contract negotiations: hard
feelings, bitterness ...
People in any university setting often fail to consider what

effect these things can have on
people ... notjust the people directly
involved in the negotiations but
everybody ...
"Presently SSUhasa9.3%drop
in enrollment. And that may be
largely due to the long period of
contract negotiations when there
was a constant threat of strike.
"It's often been said that in a
labor negotiation, Nobody wins.
You may win a bargaining session
or get the contract you want, but if
you run off a lot of customers in
the process and lose a lot of income-well, you may win the battle
and lose the war.
"SSU is projecting a 5% decrease in enrollment for Fall Quarter and that may be another lingering effect of the prolonged
negotiations.
"We have to get things back on
track. We need to ensure that a few
people, who are only looking out
for themselves, don't get the
chance to take SSU off the track
again."
Reinhard told us that he didn't

versity while I was president.
know exactly how many students
Human beings don't like change.
would be among the interviewees.
"What SSU is going through
I have a list of people here, but I
now-what you might call 'growdon't know whether they're stuing pains' -is not unusual. In fact,
dents or instructors or administrators until I talk to them. The unimost of what I've heard so far
versity originally wanted the
doesn't surprise me.
"We all seem to recognize that
Student Senate to pick the stuchange is difficult for older
dents to be interviewed but I arpeople. Change is difficult for
gued that the selection should be
young people, too; but they don't
made on a random basis and I
like to admit it."
believe that's what the university
has done. I believe a random seRinehard told us that he and
Veri had known each other before
lection is the only way to get a real
Rinehard did bis first consulting
cross-section of the campus popufor SSU about two years . ago.
lation."
"There are only about three thouThe Chronicle asked Dr.
Rinehard if there might be other
sand college presidents in the
country. So it's not unusual for
causes for the malaise that seems
any two college presidents to know
to have gripped the SSU campus
each other. Especially if they're
at this time.
"I suspect the contract negoboth with public institutions which
tiations are a major cause, but not
Dr. Veri and I were. We had met
the only cause, of whatever diffiat several functions for college
culties .I might discover on the
presidents."
campus at this time. I was PresiWe asked Rinehard if his backdent of three different colleges
ground with administration would
and two of them went through the · make it difficult for him to be
transformation from college to uniobjective. "Oh, no. I come here

with no hidden agenda, no pet
peeves. I just want to do anything I can to help ..
"I'm delighted to be here."
Meanwhile, various members
of the faculty appear to be less
than delighted with Dr.
Rinehard's presence.
Said one disgruntled faculty
member who asked that his name
not be used, "I can remember
days when it was so hot in some
of these buildings that people
were actually getting sick from
the heat. There wasn't any money
to turn on the air-conditioning.
JJut there always seems to be
money to hire outside consultants."
One member of the Shawnee
Educational Association stated
that she had heard several complaints about Rinehart. "I believe
he came here with a purpose," she
stated. "And I believe part of his
puropose is to try and make it look
as if the present administration's
problems are all the fault of the
SEA."

SSU Faculty Competing for Pay Raises
by .Jay Arr Henderson

uc Editor-in-Chief

Due to the stipulations of recent
contracts, some members of the SSU
faculty are presently being consideredforpromotion-related pay raises
whic'1 they were denied earlier. Due
to salary caps which were in place in
the recent past, some SSU members
have been promoted without receiving the pay increase which has traditionally accompanied such promotions at Shawnee.
The present contract states,
"Each faculty member who is promoted in academic rank during the
term of this Agreement shall receive
a salary increase in the following
academic year in the ~ollowing
amounts:
Professor 1800
Associate 900
Assistant 900
Some faculty members feel the
instructors promoted earlier should
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automatically receive the pay increases set forth above.
However, due to stipulations in
the new agreement, which went into
effect on April 1, 1994, only a limited number of faculty members can
be promoted in any given year. The
Contract states, in Article XVIl, Section 2, "In no year shall more than 3
full professorships be awarded or
more l 0% of all full-service faculty
members ... be advanced in academic
rank."
Administration has asked all
members promoted while the salary
caps were in place to re-apply. If
applicants are found worthy of promotion, they will receive the salary
increases which the salary caps made
impossible earlier.
Many faculty members have
found this interpretation of the contract unsuitable. They feel that, since
they have already received promotions, it makes no sense to have to reapply. Said one faculty member,

"These promotions were made while
one contract and the salary caps
were in force. The contract we have
now should not apply. It tells us how
many people can be promoted, but
these people have already been promoted. That's not the same as getting a salary increase."
According to Article XVII, Section 2 of the Contract Agreement
which now obtains, "Should such
faculty members fail to be awarded
the salary increase related to their
previous promotion this determination shall not, except for compensation, affect the faculty rank already
held by the faculty member." This
means that those who were promoted
earlier are in no danger of losing
their status, even if they are denied
a salary increase.
Other faculty members feel that
the new limits on the number of
promotions available in any academic year will place faculty members in the position of competing

with each other
for ''crumbs
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administration's
table."
Others point
out that such
limits are in
place at many
universities and
that having professors compete
for advancement is an accepted practice
at most institutions of higher
Dr. Edward Miner
learning.
At present,
four members
sorships be awarded ... ") means that
have applied for the salary increase one of those who applied for pay
commensurate with promotion to increase must be refused.
full professorship and nine have
Although he will undoubtedly
applied for the smaller increase. The
limit on full professorships ("In no
Continued on Page S
year shall more than 3 full profes-
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Adolescent Sex Offender Workshop held at SSU

by .Jim Thomson

tistics on offenses were cited. The set aside old biases and misconcep- vices needed to help in this field.
Today, we only hear about the
third subtopic focus w~ on "Of- tions about the adolescent sex ofvictim
fender
as
a
"criminal"
and
to
underof adolescent sex incidents,
fender
Characteristics",
including
. In Flohr Hall, on Friday, May
stand
what
got
the
offender
into
the
quite
often.
There is no focus on the
the
Value
Clarification
Exercise,
20, SSU hosted an all-day workshop
finding by Dr. Keith Kaufman's situation of the offense. We want to • offender's needs in achieving acfocused on the adolescent sex ofGrant Study and Dr. Pither's re- teach people how to help the. of- ceptable behavior norms and in
fender and his or her adjustment to
search. 1be workshop data packet fender toward adjustment and pre- avoiding future offenses. It is unresociety, with the slant on understandrevealed the following dramatic, vention.
alistic to ignore this second critical
ing, not persecution. It was a major
little-known facts which emphasize
We should be aware of the po- facet of the equation, regardless of
social science event attending by
tential offender among us, who needs its delicacy. Humane understanding
the importance of the workshop:
about 70registered guests. 1be work1. Juveniles commit over 300 help. We want to foster a more posi- and clinical objectivity are essential
shop theme is very timely to SSU
sexually abusive acts.
tive attitude toward the reality of if adjustment is to be accomplished.
students, especially those pursuing
2. Adolescents are less likely ·to this "hush-hush" problem, and what
Traditional bias and repugnance
careers in counseling or casework.
may be done to address it in a hu- over the sensitive, serious nature of
use a weapon.
UC was welcomed by Phil Staten,
3. Offense age bracket starts be- mane and clinical fashion. We want these offenses has failed to solve the
Ms. King addressed the work- .
representing the Scioto Co. Ministeto update all concerned in the latest problem. In fact, statistics might sugrial Assoc., one of the listed co- shop bearing imminent credentials tween 12-15.
4.
Adolescent
sexual
offenses
are
developments
in counseling and pre- gest that secrecy and prudery have
as
a
Licensed
Independent
Social
sponsors. Other sponsors included:
vention.
done much to mask the crisis and
Worker (LISW) and former mem- not isolated or experimental acts.
Shawnee Forensic Center
UC: I see. About how many par- prevent both · victim and offender
S. Adolescent offenders are not
Shawnee Mental Health Ctr., Inc. ber of the Child Abuse Team at
Portsmouth Receiving Hospital Children's Hospital. She has as- prone to be diagnosed as "psychotic." ticipants are with us, today? What is from finding preventive help and
the focus of discussion?
guidance. Solutions can only be
Community Action Organization sessed over 500 children regar~ing
Included in the work packet was
STATEN: We have about 70 implemented when we candidly face
Scioto Co. Child Abuse Seminar allegations of abuse. She has testiregistered guests here today. It is all facets of casework, including a
fied in juvenile and criminal court. a pamphlet introducing the
ssu
Adolescent
Perpetrator
Network,
heartening to see many concerned focus on the needs of the corrected,
In
her
related
workshops
and
conScioto Co. Children Services
a
professional
network
for
referral
groups,
including people of various . cooperative offender.
sulting
practice,
she
trains
over
100
Fraternal Order of Police
"Understanding" is a key
Communication Workers of caseworkers, police officers, thera- and exchange to connect counselors ages and all professional fields, parbuzzword; much has been learned.
pists, teachers and day-care employ- and clients with cooperating service ticipating. ·
America
We hope to foster a betterunder- Scioto County should be proud of
ees each month in concerns of child organizations and needed help.
Pastoral Counseling Center.
· During an interlude in the work- standing of the adolescent sex of- the contributions of all the many
The Shawnee Forensic Center abuse and neglect. She is a member
was strategic in setting up the work- . of the American Professional Soci- shop, this reporter was afforded a fender, as well as the victim, and to participating mental health, social,
shop and planning the event. Scioto ety on the Abuse of Children gracious interview with Mr. Phil address the inescapable question of civic, and pastoral agencies repreCo. Ministerial Association contrib- (APSAC), and has served as an ad- Staten, ACSA, LISW, CCDC ill, a his or her problems, with an eye sented here today.
We have found SSU very suQuted much input to the focus and junct professor of social work at host officer and expert who has been toward prevention and adjustment.
OSU. She has been an instructor at instrumental in orchestrating the We would try and define, more ex- portive. Dr. Bob Lawson, of Concontent.
The MC/hostessf'Presenter" of Columbus State Community Col- event. He explained, more simply, actly, "normal" and "abnormal" tinuing Education, and many others
the basic purposes of the workshop, sexual behavior.
have been very helpful. Steve Dillon
the event was Ms. Cynthia King, lege.
A synopsis of the training encap- and the key ideas which it was meant
Here we have brought together and Debbie Gross have been a big
MSSA, Licensed Independent Socail
all parties locally concerned with help. We appreciate this opportuWorker(LISW),whoannouncedthe sulated in the workshop included a to set forth. .
focus
on
the
juvenile
sex
offender,
this theme: Human Services, law nity to use these facilities for the
goals of the workshop, as outlined in
related research (i.e. characteristics,
UC: Mr. Staten, thank you for enforcement, SSU, Pastoral Coun- workshop, and I think we are having
the guest handout packet:
1. Help one relate to sex-offend- "modus operandi"), assessment of your time. Can you tell our readers seling, to effect a "pulling together'' a good day's progress.
UC: Mr. Staten, thank you. I'm
ing adolescent patients, and provide the offender and the high-risk about your aims and focus, here to- of teamwork agencies concerned
with the adolescent sex offender pro- sure that, through your work, many
skills for prevention and behavioral recitative profiles, and special focus day?
STATEN: Certainly. We hope grams. We wish to make each aware will gain a better understand of this
on the precursors that trigger ofchange.
to teach college and community to of all other useful and involved ser- complex and sensitive problem.
2. To teach how one may "plug" fending patterns.
The .workshop opened with an
an offender/family into treatment
avenues, motivating change; adap- introduction of the trainer and participants and addressed the theme:
tive behaviors.
3. Identify "normal" adolescent the "victim in the room."
Ongoing activities defined the
sexual behaviors.
IDE MART( G'S DEPAR. ME
0
4. To identify adolescents of incidence of juvenile sex offenders,
1515
I
TREE
employed a true/false handout,
high-risk intervention profile.
PORT MOUTH OHtO
S. Discuss cultural values that Ryan's approach, and prevailing and
former beliefs about the theme. Stadictate these behaviors.

UC Staff Writer

6. Use effective approaches to
reduce anger, increase empathy and
self-esteem.
7. Diffuse resistance to treatment.
. 8. Establish and maintain a relationship with patient and family. 9.
Control sessions, facilitate communications, and deal with potentially
damaging family behavior.
10. Apply integrative treatment
approaches, drawing from individual, group, family, and cogni~
live-behavior intervention strategies.
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Billiards • Ping-Pong • Video Games
Full size tables and Coin operated tables.
SSU Discounts on full size tables with
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A Short History of English

by Words Henderson

uc Token Curmudiieon

. At last we're done with Poe! I'm
so happy. Although I must admit
I'm a little disappointed that I
didn't get to say everything there
is of interest about Poe. For example, there's a very juicy rumor that Poe had an illegitimate
child. In fact, Poe's grandson is
supposed to be right here in Ohio.
They say he works at some dinky
little college as a philosophy professor under a French name. Say,
you don't suppose ....
Naahhh. It couldn't be.
Anyway, here we are back in
Merrie Olde Englandc. Well, actually we're not. We're in
Englande but we've arrived after
they discontinued the practice of
putting an 'c' on the end of every
word. That's the difference between Merrie Englandc and just
plain England, as far as I can see.
If you've been reading these
columns faithfully (or unfaithfully; you can read other columnists if you want to), then you
know I'm none too thrilled with
the English. It isn't just that they
sissify their tea with lemon and
milk, which is a pretty disgusting combination if you stop and
think about it. It isn't just that
they created a television show
where they get enormous laughs
by calling a cat a 'pussy' in every single episode. It's a lot of
other things that get me teed off.
Mostly, it's hard to take a

iterature, Part and Parcel

nation seriously whose idea of a foolishness and if some of my
dire threat is, "I' 11 do you a treat." readers drop over dead from
But more than anything, it's sheer literary overload, well,
the fact that they can't write that's just the way it happens
sometimes. Your death is a price
worth a darn.
Right now, if you' re still read- I'm willing to pay.
ing, you're probably asking yourI ought to say at this point
self, "If he hates English writing that, when I first started writing
so much, how come he doesn't this history, I never really beforget this History of English lieved this series would go on
Literature foolishness and write this long. But, once I started, I
was determined to see it through.
about something else?"
Do you icnow ho)V they catch I just hadn't realized how damn
monkeys in Africa? They put a many notable writers there were.
All of which brings me to the
nut inside a hollow log which has
a knothole in it. The monkey question: With all these damn
smells the nut, reaches through great writers around, how come I
the knothole and grasps the mor- can never find anything good to
sel. When he tries to remove his read?
Of course, I can find some
hand, he finds that his fist with
the food in it is too large to exit. good things to read. But they
Rather than let go of the food, he were almost all written after
keeps stubbornly trying to re- about 1950. There's something
move his full hand and is busily horribly depressing in the fact
absorbed in this endeavor and that there arc all these magnifipaying no attention to anything cent writers-who I know are magelse when the blowgun dart hits nificent because I've been told
him in the keister. (I don't know they are-and I can't appreciate
if that's the correct spelling; for them.
I'm sorry. I'll readMoby Dick
some strange reason, keistcr isn't
in my spell-check dictionary.)
again someday, and Les
I'm a lot like that monkey. Miserables, and I'll probably
When I get absorbed in some- even zip through Wuthering
thing like, say, writing a short Heights one more time before I
history of English literature, I . die• ·(provided I don't die too
don't let go. I'll hang on to the soon). And I just read Frankennut of accomplishment, trapped stein again. But I'm not going to
by the log ofresponsibility, until make another attempt to finish
the blowgun of boredom sends The Mill on the Floss, I refuse to
the dart of despair right up my read Meredith on principle, and
I have no intention of ever pickkiester.
So, I shall finish this piece of ing up anything by Anthony

Trollope. (You'll notice I didn't
go for the cheap trollop joke.
That, if nothing else, should convince you how tired I am of this
series.)
.
I have a busy life and there's
no place in it for anything that
makes me yawn. Not while there
are books by Samuel Delaney I
haven't read, not when lean read
a Shirley Jackson novel for the
eighteenth time, not when I can
settle back with the Gormenghast
trilogy and be carried into a
strange and different world that's
just enough like ours to be frightening . I haven't read all of
Bradbury yet; why would I waste
time
with
William
my
Thackeray?
In my English classes, I often
find myself reading works that!
would toss aside after a few pages
if they wcren 't assigned.
They just ain't wrote good.
Now a lot of these books have
a certain historical significance.
And I love hearing about that
and I take voluminous notes during the lectures and enjoy finding out about this stuff. It's interesting to me to know that
Coleridge's Biographia Literaria
is a turning point in literary criticism and that he attacked his old
buddy Wordsworth. In a recent
paper for Dr. Flavin, I suggest
that Wordsworth's usurpationand there's no other word for itofLyrical Ballads was due to his
alarm over Coleridge's use of
opiates. This is really great stuff

from my point of view and I
would love to investigate this
sittation further and there's only
one thing stopping me: I would
have to read Biographia Literaria
again. No thanks. It's well known
that Coleridge's drug use was
quite heavy at the time he wrote
Biographia Literaria. After reading the book, my estimate is that
he was whacked out of his skull
most of the time. It's incredibly
bad.
I've been reading since I was
three years old, I've been writing off and on since I was fifteen,
I was copy-editor of this newspaper for more than a year and
I've learned one thing:
Bad writing hurts.
When I read really bad writing, I experience a painful sensation in my belly. Reading
Coleridge's prose could kill a
person like me.
I wonder if there are any others out there who experience mild
pain when they try to read Dreiser
or major system upset when they
puzzle through one of Henry
James' horrible sentences?
If any~ne out there shares this
peculiarity, I wish they'd write
and let me know. I'd hate to think
I'm the only one.

Due to the receipt of the column below just as we were going
to press, I had to cut my column
short this time. But we will get
through this history together!
After all, we've got all summer.

Ohio's Higher Education Reforms Misguided

by Dr. Robert Lawson

Ohio's taxpayers deserve a
better system of higher education.
People hear stories about graduates
who cannot place Mexico on a map,
faculty who appear not to teach, and
politically correct administrators
who patrol the campuses.
As is often the case, politicians
respond to these concerns by "doing
something." Unfortunately, political solutions to these problems often
generate unintended consequences.
A recent bill, Am. Sub. H.B.
152, plf!lsed by the Ohio House in
July, 1993 is an excellent example.
The bill requires a minimum ten
percent increase in statewide undergraduate teaching effort to the levels
of a decade ago.
While this goal seems simple,
the bill's implementation is rife with
ambiguities and difficulties. For
example, is teaching effort measured

by the number of credit hours taught
or actual hours spent preparing lectures, teaching, grading, and advising students? Would colleges and
universities that already devoted 100
percent of their resources to undergraduate teaching be asked to inC(C&SC another ten percent?.
Even without such complications, this attempt to micromanage
the state system of higher education
is doomed to fail as the faculty and
administrator~ resist changes which
they see as overly intrusive. If Ohio
is reallyserious about increasing undergraduate teaching effort, a simpler method is at their
disposal:change the way the Ohio
Board of Regents subsidizes higher
education.
Colleges and juniversitics do
what they are paid to do. Right now,
teaching graduates paysand teaching undergraduates does not. For

example, according to the Ohio
Board of Regents Instructional Subsidy Report, for fiscal year 1995, a
full time student taking freshman
courses in economics yields just
$769 in annual subsidies while a
student taking doctoral courses in
economics yields a whopping $9720.
Is it any wonders that Ohio's colleges and universities have responded with more graduate teaching and less undergraduate teaching
when a graduate student is worth
almost $9000 more in subsidies than
an undergraduate?
Other problems exist with the
funding formula. Students from
other states and nations do not receive any subsidy at the undergraduate level, but do at the graduate level.
In our current system, 10 out-ofstate (or even foreign) graduate students are as valuable as 126 undergraduate freshmen from Ohio! Why

are tax payers of Ohio subsidizing doctoral courses covers 60 perthe educations of out-of-state stu- cent. A flat rate subsidy system that
dents, especially at the expense of subsidizes each course by the same
percentage of the projected costs
in-state undergraduates?
Another distortion is created by would be a more sensible approach.
the practice of counting subsidy lev- By lowering the subsidy rate for
els only in the summer and fall terms. graduate courses and increasing the
This inevitably leads schools to rate forundergraduate courses, Ohio
''front-load" upper-level under- policymakers would provide new
graduate and graduate courses into incentives for Ohio colleges and unithose terms. Such scheduling prac- versities to devote more resources to
tices harm the edpcational mission undergraduate teaching without adof the university and create needless ditional funds.
headaches for ourstudents.The subThelegislature's
sidy should be calculated in each miromanagemcnt of higher educaterm.
tion will fail unless the Ohio Board
Admittedly, some of the dispar- of Regents begins to place underity between the subsidy rates is jus- graduate education on a comparable
tified because of the higher costs of subsidy level with graduate educagraduate level courses. But that tion. The colleges and universities,
does not explain why the subsidy who will resist change otherwise,
for freshmen courses covers just would then have a strong incentive
25 percent of the projected costs to move in the direction of improvof the course and the subsidy for ing undergraduate education in Ohio.

Fulbright and other Grant opportunities
(News Release)

Students at SSU can benefit from
various graduate and undergraduate grant opportunities for study
and research abroad.
One such program is the
Fulbright U.S. Student Program,
administered by the Institute oflntemational Education, which provides grants in various disciplines
for study abroad in many countries
around the world. Dr. Hagop S.

Pambookian, Professorof Psychology and the Shawnee State Program Advisor, will be happy to
provide further information to students interested in this and other
grant opp.ortunities. In fact, he
posts such announcements on the
special Bulletin Board next to his
office in Business Annex,# 129.
Professor Pambookian would
also assist the students interested
in any Study Abroad (e.g. in East
Asia, Japan, Africa, Central Eu-

Abno mal ych o be
offered ur· g Summe

Even though it doe not appearon the
Summer sc edule, J rrv Walke will
be teaching Abnormal Psych during
the full (ten weeks), Summer session.
The Class will run from 4 to 6pm on
Mondays and Wedne·s days.

Truman Scholarship Announced

Applications Available

The Harry S Truman Schol- lie policies to apply for the
arship Foundation is inviting stu- awards. Faculty can also nomidents to apply soon for its 1994- nate students, especially those
1995 awards. Each award is worth students faculty think can meet
$3,000 and up to four students the following Foundation critefrom Shawnee State University ria: "leadership potential, sensican apply for the seven awards tivity, communication skills, inoffered by the Foundation each tellectual strength, and a
year. The Foundation encourages commitment to public service."
students from all academic disci- Those who are interested should
plines who aspire to positions in contact Dr. Stylianos Hadjiyanfederal, state, or loacal govern- nis (Business Annex 138--tel.
mentor in the not-for-profit sec- 355-2445) for application packtor where they can influence pub- · ages and further information.

The Data Proces ing Managemen Association and the Colleg of Bu.ameas

Alumni are coordinating the est.bliahment of a scholarship m memory of Gerry
B~, Faculty
mber of 811.,lwnee State

Univemty.

To make •
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Robbie Burke 5-2355
D 354-5000 ('1235)

rope, Latin America, etc.) program offered by state universities in Ohio. The international
program directors with whom Dr.
Pambookian interacts--as a member of the Board of Directors of
the Ohio International Consortium (OIC)--throughout the year
will help Shawnee State students
with enrollment and credit transfer.
Also, students interested in
intensive Russian language and

Russian studies courses could
sign up with the Moscow State
University in Moscow, Russia or
with the American University in
Moscow to study Russian, literature , economics, business, as
well as liberal arts and science.
For further information about
the Fulbright Grant and other
grant opportunities and study
abroad programs, please contact
Dr. Pambookian at 355-2404 or
see him in his office.

Philosophy Offerings

Summer, first session, MTWTh 10-12
Evan Fisher presents:
Phil 282, Old Testament
Fall, TTh 10-12 Medical Ethics

InFall,Dr.D' Andradeasks you to join
him , time arranged, for
Capitalism, Socialism, And Democracy
Philosophy 400 or 499
Joumalism 199 & 299 Spec af Topics Will
be offered for the Summer Qua
Also,
Joumalism 231 News Wr ting & reporting will be offered in the Summer and
Fall Quarters.

Tutors Needed

The Learning Center needs more good tutors. As a current
student at Shawnee State University you can be a tutor. You are
able to tutor.courses that you have completed, recieved an A or B
in, and for which you have faculty approval. Tutoring is scheduled and takes place in the Leaming Center. Tutors receive .minimum wage for tutoring. Tutoring is needed for a wide range of
classes: Accounting, Anatomy, Biology, Chemistry, Computer
and Core Courses, English, History, Math and more. If you are
interested, or want more information, please stop by the Learning
Center and ask for Marian Fischels or call 355-2499.

Pay Raises ... Continued
seek input from several sources,
the final responsibility for making
this diljicult decision will fall on
tbe shoulders of Provost A.L. Addington. He was unavailable for
comment at the time this issue went
to press.
SEA President Dr. Edward
Miner has listed a series of events
in the negotiations between Faeulty and Administration which may
make understanding simpler.

from Page

In 1985, promotions became
separated from the general pool of
money available for faculty raises.
In 1993, administration proposed a percentage cap on salaries
which they "purported" included
promotions. Faculty who were prorooted in 1991-1992, and were already receiving the largest increases possible, did not get
additional monies for promotions.
In 1993, faculty receiving pro-

1

motions "tVere promoted under the
terms of the Last and Final Offer
(LIFO). They received the iricreases being offered by administration at that time. Some of these
increases were greater than they
would have received under the
present contract. They were not
requiredtoreturnanyofthismoney
whentheterrnsofthepresentagreement went into effect.
Says Miner, "Faculty could

have filed grievances in 1991-1992
and I encouraged them to do so.
I_t is always an· injustice when
someone receives a promotion
and does not get the pay raise
commensurate with promotion. I
know of no other institution
where this has occurred."
Playing\ Devil's Advocate,
Miner adds, "The problem is that,
at SSU, promotions have been
automatic. At most institutions,

it is a competitive process."
The Chronicle mentioned that
they h~d heard a rumor that one
recently-promoted professor had
threatened to quit if a pay raise
was not forthcoming. Miner
stated that he expected bad feelings and other repercussions from
this situation.
"Anytime an injustice occurs,"
he said, "Trying to undo it causes
more problems."

Life". Thestaroflifeisthesymbol someone you care about. So nician is." So several local squad
seenonambulancesandemergency shouldn't everyone learn what to teams went to area public schools
to teach the kids the basics. There
. medical equipment. The six points • do?
representtheespectsofemergency
Locally, many activities oc- was a Mock Disaster at Union Elmedical care. The first step of any curred this week to help the com- ementary School, to give kids the
emergency situation is detection, munity learn more about emer- reality of an emergency and show
or simply realizing that something gency medical services. All week them how a squad team works.
A free CPR class is offered anis wrong. This is usually done by a there were radio announcements
bystander- MAYBE YOU.
giving information on what to do • nually to the community. The motiThe second step is to call for and what information to give to a vational theme was to "Learn CPR
help. "People need to know what dispatcher. It is important to speak for Someone You Love." They ofto do until the ambulance arrives," calmly and clearly when speaktng fered training in adult, child, and
Jeanie Syroney said,"the first five toadispatcher. Tell them The name infant CPR. This course does result
minutes of an emergency are a very of the victim and address of where in a certificate.
"Skilled and dedicated men and
critical time." The third step is to you are, give exact location of vicprovide' initial care, which could tim, and the nature of the problem. women give the EMS symbol its
be opening an airway, mipntaining Be sure to stay on the line until the true meaning by providing lifesavthe position of the spine, stopping dispatcher tells you to hang up ing care whenever and wherever it
bleeding, or CPR. Everyone must because they may need additional .is needed," Syroney says. "EMS
Week is a great time to say thanks."
realize that an emergency situa- information.
" Although EMS is a vital pubtion could happen with your faroSyroney said,"The better prelic
service,
many Americans don't
ily, friends, or co-workers at any pared the puWc is, the easier the
time and ~ou may need to help joboftheemergencymedicaltech- quite understand how it operates in

their communities," said Syroney.
"EMS Week is an excellent opportunity to educate the public
about first aid, injury prevention,
and emergency preparedness."
Next year EMS week will be
more developed . There will be
free CPR classes again. There
are also First Aid and CPR
. classes available on campus for
credit. The EMS group here at
college also is willing to set up
classes for groups. If you are
interested call Jeanie Syroney at
355-2463.
Please evaluate your own
abilities to respond in an emergency, whether at home, or wherever you may be. What you do or
do not do in the first few minutes
of an emergency can be the life of
a family member, friend, or coworker.

plies for them. There were only two
or three applicants for the Faculty
Scholarship this year. I won because
I had the most and best letters of
recommendation. But I didn't have
the highest G.P.A. In fact, there are
probably dozens of students on campus with a higher grade-point-average than mine. So if I can win one of
these things, anybody can."
Ms. Tarr adds, "The idea of applying for scholarships never enters
most people's heads. I was advised
to put in an application by another
Chronicle writer
and that's why.I
did it. It was really
easy to fill out the
applicatioq and
didn't take much
time. I didn't really expect to
win."
The Faculty
Scholarship is
awarded every
year and, says Dr.
Stylianos Hadjiy-

annis, "We are hoping to expand the
scholarship andgiveout two or more
in coming years. We hope more
people will apply."
The Chronicle urges everyone to
look into the scholarships that are
available. Many of these will be listed
on the Academics page; the Financial Aid office will often have information on others.
(Photo, left) Henderson is shown
being congratulared by Dr. Kaddour
Boukaabar of the SSU faculty.

University Promotes EMS Awareness
by .Julie Tarr

StaffWriter

May 15- 21, 1994 was National
Emergency Medical Services•
Week. This week is designated
each year to give recognition to
750,000 emergency medical service personnel that provide lifesaving care for everyone. First
observed in 1973, the purposes of
EMS Week are to educate the publie on how to use EMS, help Americans recognize and respond to
medical emergencies, encourage
the prevention of illness and injuries, b1,1t specifically, to show appreciation to all of the things that
EMS teams do for the public.
According to Jeanie Syroney,
Acting Director ofEmergency Care
Education Programs, here at Shawnee State, the theme of 1994 EMS
Week was "EMS: The Stars of

C hro nicle Staffers Win Scholarships
.
It was announced recently that

two members of the Chronicle staff
had won scholarships to SSU. Jay
ArrHenderson, UC Editor-in-Chief,
was awarded the Faculty scholarship while
Julie Tarr, staff writer,
was presented with the
Walke Scholarship for
Journalism.
The Faculty Scholarship, worth seven
hundred and fifty dollars, will help Henderson attend the Summer Qµarter. Ms. Tarr
stated that the Walke
Scholarship, worth
one thousand dollars,
will help her pursue
her dream of becoming a professional journalist and
writer.
Mr. Henderson stated that the
Chronicle would publish a story and
photo on the schplarships to help
draw people's attention to the existence of the scholarships. "Normally,
we don't run photoes or stories on
the winning of local scholarships,"

V

said Henderson. "The Chronicle
stopped featuring scholarship winners when we realized some busi-

nesses and individuals were using
the scholarship ploy to simply give
money to pre-selected individuals.
In this way, by calling their gifts
scholarships, they gai11 slight tax advantages, community goodwill and
free advertising. We didn't want to
promote a practice where scholar-

J

/-

ships are not advertised to the gen~
eral public before they're awarded.
That's why we don't do stories on
scholarship winners.
We're making an exception in this case
because these scholarships are open to everyone and the ·creators and benefactors
who created these
scholarships are anxious to have more
people apply for
them."
In recent months,
the Chronicle has devoted more space than
ever before to Scholarship news. Any
business or individual
offering scholarship(s) for which
SSU students may apply should send
such information to the Ghronicle
for inclusion on the Academics page.
Continued Henderson, "We at
the Chronicle have discovered that
scholarships sometimes aren't
awarded simply because no one ap-

Monday Noon Bible Lunch-A Spirit~al Uplift
by .Jim Thomson
uc Staff Writer

v

begin, Dr. Fisher? Has it been meeting for some time?
REV. FISHER: It got started
because there were many students,
members of the staff, and faculty
who asked about the idea of a Bible
study luncheon. The Campus Ministries was happy to respond.
It has existed for several years.
One of the nice features is the little
Upper Room devotional booklet
provided by Chris Lyles, who
works in the SSU library, for the

intimidated by being invited to tian activities on American cam- stairs up, and watch the signs. If
meet in the Founders' Room!
puses. Many liberal schools frown we're not in the Founders' Room,
Would you care to share your
REV. FISHER: They shouldn't on any religious event, and athe- we can usually be found in .the
lunch hour with a non-denominafeel that way. We're very infor- ism is nearly a parareligious doc- adjoining meeting rooms on the
tional Bible fellowship?
mal. All students, faculty mem- trine among intellectuals today. opposite corridor leading into the
Each Monday at noon, in the
hers, and administrative staff Can you defen~ the idea ofBible- Mickelthwaite dining room. If
. Founders' Room on the second
should feel welcome. We wish to on-campus, as an American tradi- we' re not meeting, for special reafloor of the University Center, a
thank the University Center ad- tion?
sons, there will be a nole posied
small circle of students, faculty,
ministrators for being so cooperaREV. FISHER: Certainly! His- there, or they might inquire at the
and administrative staffers meet
tive in making their best facility torically, the right to worship and building office. ·
for a small, friendly and very inavailable to us.
study the Bible "on-campus" is a
UC: Rev. Fisher, thank you for
formal brown-bag Bible luncheon.
UC: May I tell our readers that vital tradition which has been long giving us a few moments from your
There is a brief sharing of 51:ripthe lunches are often modern, established as part of our educa- busy sched,ule. I'm sure our readture and devotional
t i me l Y , tional heritage. Here at SSU, the ers will want to plan on trying this
readings and testiand en- connection between the Campus exciting lunchtime fellowship. It
mony. Each person
gaging? I Ministries and the campus is an
should remain a popular weekly
maytalk of how his
found the
historical policy, long estab- event on everyone's campus calweek is going, in
V C R ' s lished by the founders, themselves. endar.
from
Monday
terms of faith life.
very dra- Several of our top administrators
There may be a VCR
How to find the meeting:
matic and are practicing Christians. I've obscreening. This reu P - t O - served this, in visiting their office.
· When you enter the University
'porter attends. In redate.
I see Bibles; notice their affilia- Cenier, just go upstairs to the roReverend Evan
cent weeks, I've
REV• tions. I feel we have their blessing, tunda balcony level, head toward
viewed a couple of
FISHER: also.
the left (north) corridor of the
very
exciting
Yes, and
UC: May I invite all our read- Mickelthwaite executive complex,
VCR's: one, a story of neighbors participants. It is a great little study new visitors are welcome any time ers to come, and remind them of and wait in the Founders' Room. If
helping a retarded hermit; another aid which cheers faith, prayer, and they can come. Some can't be there the schedule?
you find the Founders' Room enwas a "rap" styled stage light show mutual devotions.
every time, but are welcome whenREV. FISHER: Certainly! Ev- gaged by executive meetings, just
employing a skilled mime to act
We center on reading and dis- ever they can. Some_have to leave eryone is welcome to bring their steparoundtotheopposiiecorridor,
out Bible drama and religious cussing the scripture. We meet each a few minutes early. We are very lunch, their Bible, an-d participate andchecktheHowardRoomandthe
themes. The sessions are lively, Monday, at noon, in one of the , informal.
whenever they can make it. Re- signs near the top of the atrium balfriendly, and let out punctually: upstairs executive meeting rooms.
. UC: I understand the lunch is a . mind them, Jim, to simply enter cony stairwell. A notice will direct
and you can exit at any time to get It's usually held in the Founders' fixture founded by the Campus the University Center, take the you.
to class. In a recent interview at his Room, or we leave a notice on the Ministries, which is ajointorgani- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - office, Rev. Fisher afforded the sign stands at the top of the atrium zation comprising a fellowship of
Chronicle a gracious account of stairwell. Students should have no seve~al denominational sponsors.
the origins and theme of the M~n- difficulty finding us.
Can we say that the Bible studies
day Bible Lunch:
UC: Was there any opposition are of a non-denominational slant;
UC: Rev. Fisher, thank you for to having such a religious activity that all are welcome?
1103 Gal Ila Stree
allowing me a few moments from on campus?
REV. FISHER: Yes. We exPortsmouth, Ohio
your busy schedule to tell our readREV. FISHER: No, the SSU clude no one. The Campus Minis353-3819
ers what the Monday Bible Lunch admirlistration was very coopera- tries gr:oup is comprised of 14 paris all about.
tive and encouraging about the es- ticipating churches, incidentally.
Across from the Scioto Rl lber
REV. FISHER: Glad to! I hope tablishment of a course in New You, Jim, are the reason the Bible
this will encourage students to Testament, and in the founding of luncheon works, as a participating
come to the lunch and be aware of the Bible lunch. Faculty members student.
~nning sesslr:,,
t:t.r.e now.
Christian life on campus.
have often taken the courses.
UC: Then, a simple,· friendly
availal::1/e
Wolff:
UC: How did the Bible Lunch
UC: Has the Bible lunch been devotional study is the tone of the
'"Canning
and smntft-up booth
established for very long?
luncheon?
REV. FISHER: Oh, yes; for
REV. FISHER: Y<1s, all week
Back To School
several years, now. First, we long, I get a blessing all week long
\)l!;l¥i!
$15.95 oil cbanre u,ecial
in
Celeron
Square.
Later,
met
from
going
to
these
Monday
lunIncludes oil filter and up to five
we met in the Campus Minis- cheons. It's nice that we have an
quarts of oil, complete chassis lube
tries House. Now, we've been administration, student body, and
available at
Knittel's BP Service Center
meeting, for some time, in the faculty who welcome this activity
Gallia & Waller Streets
University Center. Many people and appreciate participating toKattel's Radiator & Air Ccndltioling Shop
find
this location very handy. gether.
2026 Robinson Avenue
Of course, the University CenUC: Rev. Fisher, I must be canKnittel's Muffler & Brake Shop
2109 I Ith Street
ter affords a splendid facility.
did and admit that I'm concerned
. Masiercard/Visa Acc~pted
UC: I hope students aren't for the continuation of such Chris10% dncounton laborwithSSU ID

" ... I 1et a blessin1 all week lon1
1oin1 to these
luncheons."
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For Sale
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One Perslaa kitten of tortoise-shell
coloration. Thi$ kitten is
nine weeksold, very loving.
For moreinformation call
3S3-3S34 . .

SSU CLubs and
Organizations!
See important
notice on Page Nine.
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12 sessions for $29.00
1 session for $4.00

Open Tue day - S turday
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Henry Cho Makes Return Visit to SSU
by Becky Fugate

uc News Editor

Monday mght, May 16, comedian Henry Cho came back to
Shawnee State for a second visit.
He was invited back be.c ause he
was so funny the first time. This
time, he was even funnier, especially when he told some
great new wedding-gag stories pulled by him and a few
of his closest friends, like
Jonley-Bonely. If you
weren't there, you missed
out!
UC: How did you get
started in the comedy business?
HC: Well, I went up o
this little comedy club in
Knoxville, Tennessee (Cho',
hometown), and that was
about 8 years ago, and they
started me working on
Wednesdays, and I've been
doing comedy ever since.
UC: Who are some of
your influences?
HC:
Bill Cosby;
Jonathen Winters, who is my
favorite; Jay Leno; Jerry
Seinfeld ... tbey're all great.
UC: What T.V. shows have
you appeared on?
HC: I've done every T.V.
show except the David Letterman
show.
UC: What do you think
marked your first big comedy
break?
HC: When I did two things at
about the same time, one was for
MTV, and the other was for
Sbowtime. Then I got a break
also as an actor when I did an
episode of"Designing Women".
I did that about five years ago,
and they've replayed it about
thirty times. I got alot of recognition from that episode.
UC: Do you get nervous at
all when ')'ou go to do a show?
HC: When I do a live show, I
don't get nervous at all, because
this is what I do. But when I do
a thing like the Tonight Show,
and I'm standing behind a curtain right before they introduce
me, then, yeah, I get nervous. I
think, 'Okay, Henry, 50 Million
people are going to be watching
this, so you'd better be doing a
good job.' Everyone needs to
freak out a little every now and
then. That's the bad thing about
stand-ups. When musicians
screw up, they can rely on the
music to cover it up. But when

screw up, we screw up.
UC: Do you ever turn maybe
some of your screw-ups into
some of your best jokes?
HC: Yes, I have, but it's
easier to work with when it's
live. On T.V., it's a set thing,
and they come and watch your

set, tell you what jokes they want
and don't want you to do, and
you're basically handcuffed. It's
tough, because you just have to
keep plowing through it.
UC: Do you ever have much
trouble with hecklers?
HC: Not really, because my
type of humor doesn't draw a big,
rowdy crowd. Besides, anybody
can say anything they want, do
anything they w.ant, no matter how
big of a cut-down they think they' re
giving me, and I'll make them feel
puny. You've always got your
smart-alecks in every crowd.
UC: What did your folks think
when they heard you were going
into show business?
HC: Well, at first, they didn't
like it, because they all wanted me
to be a doctor. Everybody in my
family are all doctors. My dad was
really resentful toward me for
about a year and a half, until I
started getting paid real well,
started getting T.V. appearances.
Now, even his colleagues at work
will tell you, 'Hey, he'd never want
you to know this, but he's got everything you've ever done on tape.'
He came up to me about five years
ago, and this was about the hardest
thing he'd ever done, and he told
me, 'You need to stick to what
you're doing, because you're really good at it.' And I said 'Oh!

That really hurts!'
UC: Do you find that your
college shows are a lot different
compared to when you're onstage
at a club, or onstage live?
HC: The only difference in
doing a college show versus a club
show is that here, basically everybody is the same age, and
you have that little community thing going on
where you can touch on
subjects, that you can't really do in a club. As far as
being clean, and stuff, I've
always pretty much been
clean. It's certainly easier
to get laughs with dirty
stuff, and it's certainly
easier to write dirty stuff.
People like Dice-Clay, he
gave comedians sort of a
bad name for a couple of
years. But people get tired
of it, and nobody wants to
take their girlfriend or their
family or parents if there's
just some guy up there on
stage talking cuss words.
UC: Whataboutpeople
like George.Carlin, or Richard Pryor?
HC: ·Carlin and Pryor are great,
but they have been around a long
time. Carlin has done over ninety
Tonight Shows. That's unbelievable. That's over 500 hours ofli ve
comedy. Asanoutsider,youmight
not understand that, but that's alot
ofT.V. minutes.
UC: What do you see yourself
doing within the next five to ten
years?
HC: Oh God! Five to ten
years? I hope I'm a father, and a
husband, I hope I'm a good one. I
hope I can have my own production company, so I can produce my
own television show~. my own
movies, and control what's in them.
In the last three years, I've had
over three different deals to get a
sitcom on the air, and each time,
they try to change my ideas to what
theythink. Idon'twantthat. They
are always trying to change my
script. Yeah, I could have had my
own T.V. show definitely two,
three, years ago, even last year, but
no way. Not their way. It's all
watered down. I'm gonna stick to
my guns.
WecertainlyhopethatMr.Cho
does stick to his guns, and we
also hope to see him soon in his
own sitcom, maybe even in a
movie about scuba diving with
sharks or parachuting mishaps!

Golden Bears make Hike for Hospice a success

SSU well-represented at eood cause
by Angee Nowlen

UC Slaff Writer

Shawnee State was wonderfully
represented this past Saturday, May
14, in the eighth annual Hike for
Hospice. The hike started at 9am
Saturday morning attheLIFECenter next to the Mercy branch of
Southern Ohio Medical Center
(SOMC). The Hospice of Southern Ohio, a part of SOMC, is a

"non-profit agency offering a way
of caring for tose faced with terminal illness". The Hospice takes into
consideration that it isn't only the
physically ill patients that need
comfort and support, but the family surrounding that patient as well.
Ifyouorsomeoneyouknowwould
like to know more about this org_anization they can be reached at
(614)353-3567,andwouldbemore
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asm, cleaned house in the awards
catagory this year. As a team they
walked away with awards for the
team with the largest number of
sponsors, having460; the largest
team, with 60 members; and the
team with the largest donation: a
whopping $3,700! The Golden
Bears also had individuals in their
group take home some prizes as
well. Julia Truitt, at age 84,'won

the well-deserved award of "Oldest Person Walking" (You go
Julia!!) and Betty Morgan ofLucasville raised the most money of
anyone walking. The Golden
Bears, as always, have proven to
be a true asset to the SSU community, and deserve everyone's
thanks. So the next time you see a
Golden Bear, pat them on the backthey deserve it.

Student Senate Roster
0

s-ion, the Council pl'O<nOCe8 com-

ew

than happy to answer any questions. As for those who participated in the hike from SSU, there
were three teams, and various other
individuals. The three teams consisted of the Sigma Gamma Rho
and Delta Sigma Tau sororities,
and, of course, our Golden Bears
in their fourth consecutive year in
the hike. The Golden Bears, with
their large number and enthusi-

munity servim among the
student-age population.
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Mindee Akins
Stephen Boone
Carrie Dragan
Tracie Faulks
Becky Greene
Tim Maxey
Adam McPheters
Melissa Milan
· Angee Nowlen
Brian Saul
TiffanY, Shanks
Joe Smith
Polly Workman
The first duty of the 1994-1995 Student Senate
was to elect officers and they are:

munity CctUet. tbe Otiio Staee
Y041ngS bolats
and a
tutor or the Bast Pro8{ala oa

Polly Workman, President
Stephen Boone, Vice President of Records
and Relationships
Tim Maxey, Secretary-Treasurer
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Minority Banquet Honors Excellence
By Mickey Brown

UC Staff Writer

A minority banquet was held
on May 12, 1994 in the
Micklethwiathe room to honor
area high school students, S.S.U.
students, and faculty members.
The ceremony began with Matt
Matthews introducing Dr. Robert
Lawson who kicked off the festivities with a motivational speech.
He proclaimed that his " desire in
life is to see, to touch, and make
people appreciate themselves, and

to also make clear to them what
they are good at so that they can
excel at it." He said "Don't be in
dire straits before you get motivated, overcome inertia."
Dr. Lawson's speech also addressed the problem of "community cohesiveness." He stressed the
fact that, "You have to want the
best for everybody; if you succeed
in life you must give something
back because collectiveness is the
key to a better world."

Ross-Lee lectures on
Health Care
by Andrea Hempill

uc Staff Writer

Dr. Barbara Ross-Lee, Dean of
Medicine at Ohio University,
came to PortsmouthMonday ,May
16 to speak to students, faculty,
t.taff, and community members
about the different issues surrounding the present health care system
and the possible future of health
care in the United States and the
world.
Dr. Ross-Lee, also a captain in
U.S. Navy Reserves, is the first
African-American Dean of Medicine at any college in the United
States. She practiced osteopathic
medicine for ten years in Michigan before moving to Ohio.
People are often startled when
meeting Dr. Ros~Lee for the first
time, feeling they have seen her
before. Ros-Lee bears a remarkable resemblance to her sister,
Diana Ross, world-famous singer
and actress.
Dr. Ross-Lee covered a wide
range of issues at the lecture including: disease prevention, cost
effectiveness of the new health
delivery, and more access to
medical treatment by means of
universal coverage.
"We need to do more than

just treat disease, we mus
practice prevention," sh
stated.
She also emphasize
that the doctors are not th
only ones to blame for prob
lems; it is the entire healt
care system that is failing.
The doctor enumerat
some of the difficulties fac
by health care providers un
der the current system. Th
present health care syste
lacks a uniform insuranc
form, leaving doctor's office
to sort through the paper
work of 1500 insurance agen
cies. It lacks definition o
who would be responsibl
when someone cannot pa
their bill. We must use th
courts to define account
ability. Doctors need t
work together to insure th
best health care. for every
one.
"We know where we ar
now, so we can only do bet
ter," Dr. Ross-Lee said.
She concluded the lee
ture by saying that the wors
thing that has happened t
the health care field is that i
has been politicized . .

Rumble '94

is Coming ...
Can y9u feel
the Noize?

Mr. Matthews took the podium
again to present awards to some
area high school students for their
outstanding academic achievements. These students unfortunately were not in attendance; however, the awards were still
presented in their honor.
From Shawnee State, Kerby
Nelson was recognized for being
on the President's List with a 4.00,
and Cheryl Spaulding for being on
the Dean's List. Among the other

students that were honored were
Ruth Marie Smith, Kim J. Dickey, .
Wendy Clark of Sigma Gamma
Rho, and several international students.
Mr. Orville Ferguson, Sr. was
presented with a cake, and honored on his 77th birthday by Omega
Psi Phi with an elegant fraternity
sash, by Ruth M. Smith of.Sigma
Gamma Rho and Brian Hawkins of
Delta Sigma Phi with a special
gift, by Dick Highland with a spiri-

tual poem, and by Dr. Lawson who
presented him with his book "Destined for Greatness."
A number of Faculty members
were also honored for their birthdays, and received chocolate cupcakes with candles that play music. The international students
presented Mr. Matthews with a
card. The evening ended with every one getting a piece of
Mr.Ferguson's cake, and an air of
kinship.

Announcement of
interest
to SSU clubs and
organizations:
Clul,5 ar,d Orgar,izatior,5 offi,ially
rt?,ogr,izt?d by 55U a5 part of tbt?
Can,pu5 Con,n,ur,ity ,ar, rt?,it?Vt? up to
.

.

or,t?-fourtb pagt?

free

adV<?rti5ir,g t?Vt?ry i55'1<? to pron,ott? up,on,ir,g t?Vt?r,t 5 ar,d n,t?t?tir,g5. Tor n,ort?
ir,forri,atior,, ,or,ta,t tbt? Cbror,i,1<?
offi,<?5 at ~xt. i1s.

SSU Activities ,C enter prepares to Rumble
by Brian .J. Overman

uc Staff Assistant

Saturday May 28, 1994 will
welcome the first Battle of the
Bands competition to be held in
SSU Activities Center since 1987.
The all day event, lasting from
noon until midnight will have over
20 different acts competing for a
$250 Grand Prize.
Several bands involved in the
competition have already taken the
big prize in other recent local competitions. Verbal Abuse, the self
descnbed "liquid" metal band from
Wheelers burg, Ohio, won the $100
Grand Prize in1H~ CHU~CH competition, which was also sponsored
by Best Image International, on
April 9. Rezln, the alternative
band from Ashland, Kentucky featuring local drummer Bobby Hunt,
won the May 7 SOUND-OFF
sponsored by local punk band

Goatfudge.
Windstream, the pop/rock

is Windstream from Pataskala,

Sciotoville and special guests
LoveBarffrom Wheelersburg will
display their talents in five hours
of alternative action.
Following more giveaways and
a guitar solo by classical guitarist
Matt Hoover, the metal category

into another kind of Thrash/Speed
that lives on a whole different edge
of metal than what you have heard
before. But they are still a very young
band and though they haven't finished that mold for themselves they
do show a lot of promise. The members of Vertigo are: Dave Gustafson
doingvocalsandrhythmguitar.Dave
has played guitar for six years but
only seriously with bands for the last
three. He started out playing drums
when he was younger but ended l:IP
playing guitar. He says that his influences are Slayer, MetalicaandRandy
Rhodes. - Greg Ford playing lead
guitar. Greg has also been playing
guitar for six years but Vertigo is the
only band he has played with and
only for three and a half months
now. Watching how well he plays
with the band you wouldn't believe
that. Greg says that his influences

are Slayer and Iron Maiden. - War- couldn'tmakeittothatpractice, but•
ren Smith plays bass. Warren has when I finally got to hear him with
played for four and a half years in a the rest of the band I was impressed
wideverityofmusicalstyles,healso again. These four guys had. things
plays saxophone, but not with Ver- coming together really great and it
tigo. Warren says his influences are was hard for me to believe that they • 8:00
bass greats Stu Hamm and Billy had only been together for such a •
·
Sheanian and he is also influenced short time. They sounded like they ll,30
by Mozart. - Last but riot least is had been playing together as a band. •
,._,,, .4.slalt.z-'4 N
Darrell Allen on drums. Darrell has for many years. ·
•
Ju,,
beenplayingfortwoyearswithDave.
Are these guys serious? YES! • 9:00
In that time he has picked up some · Butyouwon'tmeetanyonewhohas
1111d1Jitr
guitar and from time to time when thismuchfun being serious. Writing • 9:30 l a ~ 0
the band practices they will switch new music with this band looks like
o,,, Porbmo'flllt
places for the fun of it. Darrell says they are just goofing off, but it ends • 10:00
his influences are Metalica, Slayer up being well planned material. A 10 0
and Sepultura.
lot of good jokes keep this band •
ram
11111 '#1-'
The first time I had the chance to feeling and thinking out on the .edge • 11. 00 Vertiao
hear Vertigo they had only been whenever they play, but once they
from Por,IIIUllll.h
W.,...~-.,.
together for three weeks and they have settled into the music they be- • JI ·30
really impressed me with how tightly come an intense beast that grabs •
le
.subject t cha
11
they played. The only draw back you,shakesyou,andleavesyouwith : C ,
•
fl O
5
0
was that Warren the bass player a strong feeling of VERTIGO.
• on t mt your avont•

record for Fraternity Records of
Cincinnati. Their CD, "No Regrets," was released nationally on
January 17 and promoted heavily
to every country radio station in
the United States, Puerto Rico and
the Virgin Islands.
The band's second single will
be released in the summer. It will
be another Free-written tune,
"Siege at Lucasville." This song is
also from the "No Regrets" CD

and has had a great deal of
local airplay.
While the band wait for the
release of the second single
and watch the charts, they are
keeping busy with local gigs.
Free will be a judge at the
Rumble '94 Battle of the Bands
to be held at SSU on May 28.

Ohio who describes their music as
a mix between The Black Crows
and Blind Melon. A guitar solo
from Tony Phillips and a number
of prize giveaways including gift
certificates and tapes & CD's will
wrap up the afternoon's events.
After the afternoon intermission the evening begins again at
5:00 pm with the Alternative competition.
Ocirus
from

Wheelersburg,lntrospectlonfrom
Portsmouth, Bob, from Portsmouth, Rezin from Ashland, KY
or Skinny Santa from Deep Inside, Goatfudge from Portsmouth,
7 Against Thebes andPurge from
Columbus, Zipperhead from

Vertigo: Not afraid to rumble

By Philip .J. Thieken

uc Production Manaeec

Your head comes back to rest
squarely on your shoulders and your
guts stop their insane racing around
inside of you, and you now feel that
you can rejoin reality!
NO! You weren't sick or nauseous. It was VERTIGO!
Vertigo is one of the top metal
bands here in Portsmouth. Even
though they have been together for
only Three and a half months they
have placed high in two band competitions and have been selected for
a summer tour.
Their next performance will be
at RUMBLE '94 at the SSU Activities Center on May 28th in front of
an ever growing number of new fans.
So just who is Vertigo, and what
are they about?
Vertigo is still trying to cut out a
new shape to use to mold their band

tigo.

Rumble 1994 promises to be
Scioto County's largest musical
event of the year. Tickets for this
event are still available at
Shepard's Soundworks ( l 003 Gallia Street), Allegro Music (838
Gallia Street) or at Shawnee State
University in Massie Hall Room
41 l. Tickets are $3.50 in advance
or $4.50 at the door. Shawnee
· State University students may buy
$2.00discounted tickets at the SSU
location in advance on(y. Tickets
are good for all day admission.
If you'd like to know more
about Rumble 94, attend the free
Rumble 94 Preview on the Esplanade and in Rax parking lot in
downtown Portsmouth on Friday
May 27.
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Local Singer has song moving up
the charts
by .Jay Arr Henderson

uc Editor-in-Chief

Lucasville native Steve Free
and his Muddle Pudding Band continue their slow climb up the charts
this week. Free wrote their single,
"Theresa's Eyes," which is up to
number 62, according to the May
21 issue of Cash Box Charts. The
song was number 65 a week ago.
Steve and the band are watching
eagerly to see if the song will continue to rise.
Steve and Muddle Pudding

will host Verbal Abuse from
Wheelersburg, Ohio and Cycle of •
Punishment from Columbus,
_Ohio. Closing out the evening's ,~
festivities is local metal talent Ver- - . P.,~ :001.._

band from Pataskala, Ohio, just
outside of Columbus, recently
made it to the finals in a high school
band competition at The Newport
Music Hall in Columbus, Ohio.
The all day event begins at noon
with comedy from Anthony Roberts and then moves on to country
and solo acts. Wrapping up the
country portion of the program is
Fraternity Recording Artist Steve
Free. • Free's latest single,
"Theresa's Eyes" is currently moving up the charts and stands at #62,
one slot above Tanya Tucker's "We
Don't Have to Do This" (See related article below).
Following Steve Free's performance the rock and roll competition begins. Performing in that
category are southern rock artists
Brlmfrostfrom Portsmouth, Ohio,
christian rock band Blaze from
South Point, Ohio, andFree Mixed
Puppies from Wheelers burg, Ohio.
Closing uut the rock category

Free will also perform some
of his better-known songs.
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Rolar Bears Want You!!
by Shiela Holstein

UC Staff Writer
The Rolar Bears need new team
players!
The Rolar Bears are a roller
hockey team composed of Shawnee State University students and
Scioto County residents and arc
coached by SSU's own Professor
Tony Dzik. They arc not affiliated
with Shawnee but they do wear
Shawnee t-shirts that were donated
, by Larry Moore Sporting Goods

•

when they play. "The Rolar Bears
arc an informal club that became a
team," stated Professor Tony Dzik.
The Rolar Bears began back in
March but only recently have begun to play competively with other
teams. They usually play every
Monday at 7:30pm at the Garden
Rolar Rink in Ashland, Kentucky.
Their first competitive game was
played at the Garden Roller Rink
in Ashland, Kentucky on April 25.
They suffered a 28- J loss to the

Road Melons, who hail. from the
Ashland area.
They came real close to a victory when they played the Road
Kill. Although they scored four
unanswered goals in the third period, they ended up losing 6-5.
Goalie Brian Mitchell stopped
34 of 40 goal attempts in that game.
The Rolar Bears also lost their
third game to the Street Hawks by
9-7.
For their fourth game, they

played the Road Melons again.
They lost 27-2. "We doubled our
offensive output," said Dzik. "So
obviously we're improving."
The ages of the players
range from 15-45. Team members include Professor Tony
Dzik, Nathan Marshall,Chris
Tackett, Josh Donini, Dusty
Schultz, Kris Swayne, Steve
Barbaritz, Patricia Ellington,
Matt Adkins, Jason Mitchell,
Brian Mitchell, Jeremy Crabtree,

Phillip Crabtree, Joe Donini and
Kevin Marshall.
The Rolar Bears need new
team members because, even
though they have enough to make
a team, not every member can go
to every game. In .order to play
one needs some equipment such
as skates.a helmet and, of course,
a hockey stick. Anyone interested
in becoming a Rolar Bear can
contact Professor Dzik for information on practices and games.

SSU Women's Tennis Team

movies for 'Rent in
Videos arc available for students
in the gameroom.
Rental Rules are as follows,
1. Videos arc available to any
SSU student with a valid ID. NO
EXCEPDONS!H 1.D.s will be held
wttil the videos have been returned
and checked.
2. Thereisa$10chargeonany
lost, stolen, or damaged videos.
3. All videos must be returned
in two days to the gameroom.
4. Onlytwovideosperstudent
anight.
5. Any videos rented on Friday
do not have to be returned until
Monday.
6. Ifyoureturnavideoandthe
gameroom is closed, return the
video to the Student Activities Offlee (Fred Chrisman• s Office).
Video List
#001 1O1 Dalmatians G
#002 Aladdin G
#003 Fantasia G
#004 Ferngully G

#005 The Great Mouse Detective G
#006 Homeward Bound G
#007 Little Nemo G
#008 Rock A Doodle G
#009 Treasure of the Lamp
(Duck Tails) G
#010 Boomerang R
#011 Captain Ron PG-13
#012 Distinguised Gentleman
R
#013 Doc Hollywood PG
#014 Don't Tell Mom the
Babysitter is Dead PG-13
#015 Fatherofthe Bride PG
#016 Fraternity Vacation R
#017 Ground Hog Day PG
#018 Gung Ho PG-13
#019 HeSaid,SheSaid PG-13
#020 Honey, I Shrunk the Kids
PG
#021 Kuffs PG-13
#022 The Man with One red
Shoe PG
#023 NakedGun21/2 PG-13
#024 Only the Lonely PG-13

ssu ~ameroom

#025 Other People's Money R
#026 Pure Luck PG
#027 Secert Admirer PG
#028 Stop! Or My Mom will
Shoot PG-13
#029 Wayne's World PG-13
#030 WhataboutBOB? PG
#031 Billy Bathgate R
#032 Boiling Point R
I
#033 Boyz 'N the Hood R
#034 Bugsy R
#035 Double Impact R
#036 FX2 PG-13
#037 Hook PG
#038 Indiana Jones and the
Last Crusade PG-13
#039 The Last Boy Scout R
#040 Lethal Weapon 3 R
#041 The Mechanic PG
#042 Navy S.E.A.L.S. R
#043 The Package R
#044 Passenger 57 R
#045 Rockateer PG
#046 'The Rookie R
#047 Sneakers PG-13
#048 Sniper R

#049 Teenage Mutant Ninja
Turtles3 PG
#050 Thelma & Louise R
#051 ToLiveandDieinLA. R
#052 TopGun PG
#053 Universal Soldier R
#054 White Water Summer
PG
#055 Dracula R
#056 Freddy's Dead R
#057 The Hitcher R
#058 Witchboard R
#059 Alive R
#060 Awakening PG-13
#061 Body of Evidence R
#062 Cape Fear R
#063 City of Joy PG-13
#064 Classaction R
#065 Consenting Adults R
#066 The Crying Game R
#067 E.T. PG
#068 Fat Man and Little Boy
PG-13
#069 A Few Good Men R
#070 Fire in the Sky
13
#071 Fisher King R

#072 Grand Canyon R
#073 The Hand the Rocks the
Cradle R
#074 Honeymoon in Vegas
PG-13
#075 Howards End PG
#076 J.F.K. R
#077 A League of Their.Own
PG
#078 Mortal Thoughts R
#079 One Good Cop R
#080 Patriot Game R
#081 Pres~ Innocent R
#082 Regarding Henry PG-13
#084 Scent of A Woman R
#085 SilenceoftheLambs R
#086 Single White Female R
#087 Star Trek 6 PG
#088 St. Elmo's Frre R
#089 Truth or Dare(Madonna)
R
#090 Unforgiven R
#091 Unlawful Entry R
#092 White Knights PG-13
#093 Wild at Heart R
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Dr. Jinlu Li on the Importance of Math

by .Jim Thomson

uc Staff Writer

His many papers include "Sto- to some extent, can help themselves time.
UC: I was honored to meet their
Once upon a time, the Chronicle chastic Integral over Separable Ba- in the teaching equation. For exmaternal
grandmother; when I met
ran a feature series entitled
ample,
the
adults
who
return
to
nach Spaces."
"Spotlight on the F acuity." This
Dr. Li was kind enough to af- college at age 40-50 struggle to you iil the hall, the other day, too!
was our way of introducing the ford us an interview.
remember what they previously I would like her to feel welcome.
DR. LI: Yes, she was delighted
faculty, administrators, and staff,
UC: Dr. Li, by what pathway learned, and to pick up on new
especially to newer students, so did you choose SSU?
things. It's not that they're not to visit the campus, and was very
that they could become familiar,
DR. LI: Of course, I started by smart. You must realize they are impressed, especially with the new
helpful faces we could turn to. We looking for a teaching position. different from traditional students, arts building construction! She apalso wanted to show these indi- . But, I made a positive choice in and represent a growing percent- preciated the good will she felt
viduals that we appreciate them passing over a lucrative
age of the student body. I like to h6-e.
UC: Dr. Li, I want to be sure
for their roles in assisting students · industry offer to come to SSU, teach them.
UC: Since you have been here and not omit any important mesthrough each class day.
when I might have gone to a bigger
For this issue we've chosen to
campus or bigger city. At for some time, and Ii ve nearby, I'm sage you might have for the student pursuing a career in mathspotlight a well-known instructor Wayne State, Detroit, for seven
..--::::.iiijjjiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;;iiiiii;;;iiii,;;;;~
ematics. Do you feel math
we
years I
is important to other
feel deserves note as a popular
got a taste of bigfields, as well as
and helpful representative of
city living and
to its own trahis department.
pressured camditional apDr. Jinlu Li, professor of math- pus challenges.
plications?
ematics at SSU since 1990, who So, I was very
D R •
has taught several key courses and attracted to
LI: Cerinstructed in mathematics, with en- the charm and
tainly. Tothusiasm, most of his career. He quiet of the
day, I feel
comes to Shawnee via a distin- Portsmouth
agoodmath
guished career path. With a Ph.D. area, for myfoundation is
in math from Wayne State, De- self and my
essential in all
troit, he was 4.00/4.00; with a mi- family. I have
major studies: scinor in Computer Science. He has been pleased to find
ence, bus~ess; industry.
other honors:
SSU an excellent school.
If a student desires a good job
The Thomas C. Ru111ble UniUC: Dr. Li, what key motiversity Graduate Fellowship, vations lead you in your work? sure many of the students may be in these fields, he or she must know
Wayne.
What do you especially like about aware of your charming family; math. I do encourage students unResearch Assistant, ·Wayne teaching?
your children. Would you care to der me to appreciate the imporState, Detroit, 1986-198 7
DR. LI: I like math, and I like re-introduce us to them?
tance ofa good mathematics back·Teaching Assistant, Wayne to teach! I was impressed to find
DR.LI: Yes! Thank you! There ground. There is always a need for
·
State;
SSU one of the youngest state sup- are my daughters, Mandy, Marlyn, people with good math skills. There
Graduate Student Fellow, ported universities here at the time and baby April. My son John pres- is, too, a vital call for those who
People's Republic of China, 1982- I arrived. I hope to see SSU ently attends PHS, but has appeared can learn to teach math in school
1983.
progress in expansion, quality, and on campus in special classes. and in industry. The United States
Post-doctrinal Instructor, enrollment, as I have seen so far.
Marlyn attends, also, at OSU, part- needs more and more such people,
Wayne State, 1988-89.
UC: Do you have favorite goals
Instructor, Beijing Univ., for y<>Qr department?
Beijing, China, 1981-82. .
DR. LI: Yes. Dr. Travis and I
At SSU he has taught: Geom- ~hare a special devotion to the
etry, Math Core Class, Math for needs of the non-traditional stuElem. Teachers, Algebra, Trigo- dent: the adult, the less gifted, the
nometry and Analytic Geometry, disadvantaged. While I try to give
Calculus 1-4, Statistics, Linear all students sound instruction, I
Algebra, Differential Equations: get special satisfaction from helpReal Analysis; Probability; Mod- ing these students, because they
ern Algebra; and Advanced Semi- may need help even more urgently
nar in Math.
than the traditional students, who,

Spotlight
on

Faculty

Psychology Club

All the students in psychology and students interested in psycholQ.8y
are invitecl to attend a reorganization meeting on
Thursday, May 26 at 4:00pm,
in Massie Hall, Room 204.
Following the reorganization of the Psychology Club,
officers for the 1994-95 academic year will be elected.
For further information and psychology students who would
like to serve as officers, please contact Professor Hagop S. Pambookian
at 355-2404 or see him in 129 BA.

especially today. Job-wise, mathematical skills compliment all the
best-paying career choices. UC:
Do you find math fits several "majors", outside its own pursuit? How
about the new double-major catalog concept?
DR. LI: I think some math is
essential in most major prerequisite
studies: science, biology, even .
social studies (where statistical surveys are used, for example): Especially in our computer age, there is
no escaping the need for some math
skills in every field.
UC: For those who "hate math",
or feel they will rarely use math,
would you suggest that the reasoning skills and logic taught in math
courses is useful, as well as the
number skills?
DR. LI: A good point! Indeed,
I c~nsider mathematics the
"Queen" of all the sciences. It compliments all other studies, and is an
essential to most. Even students
whose main concentration isn't
math will find they need a good
math foundation and the logic skills
taught in math, to pick up other
topics.
UC: Dr. Li, thank you for giving us some of your valuable time
to let students known you better,
and appreciate the importance of
mathematics.
DR. LI: You are quite welcome. Thank you for giving me a
chance to tell about math and its
importance.

i'bar,~ you

We would like to talce this opportunity to
thank
everyone at Shawnee State University who supported
our trip to ANTEC. We would especially like to thank
Roger Scherer for his coordination, support,
and friendship he extended to all his
students. Without
him the trip would have just been a Dream.
He made it come true.
Thanks from
Tom Sinnett, Tom Morrissey, Gene Payne, Connie Holbrook,
Janet Dinardo, Vanessa Blanton,
Jennifer Cummings, Andi Barbee, Karen Bentley
and Carrie Storey.

